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The GREAT WALL of Romania



Plan - Dana Harhoiu / Photos - Scanteia archive

Demolition of Bucharest - the birth of a limited landscape



Photos – Scanteia Archive

Conform to Wikipedia the building has a developed area of 
365,000 m2, making it the world's second-largest (oops!) 
administrative building, after the Pentagon. With a height of 84 
m, an area of 365,000 m2 and having a volume of 2,550,000 
m3, it is also the fourth biggest building in the world, after 
the Vehicle Assembly Building at Kennedy Space Center, the 
Temple of the Feathered Serpent in Teotihuacan, and the 
Pentagon. For comparison, the building exceeds by 2% the 
volume of the Great Pyramid of Giza. BUT, the Palace of the 
Parliament is the heaviest building in the world, weighing in at 
around 4,098,500,000 kg. Palace of the Parliament was valued 
at €3 billion USD, making it the most expensive administrative 
building in the world. The cost of heating and electric lighting 
alone exceeds $6 million/year, as much as a medium-sized city.

And we get it BIG 



https://www.facebook.com/BucurestiOptimist/ Really BIG



Scanteia archive image – The House of People in the final 1980es A BIG House with a GREAT Wall



They stay in the house 
We move along our 
(wonder)wall

Photos: Alexandru Mexi



Alexandru Mexi / www.vice.ro



Photos: Alexandru Mexi

Behind the wall

Hidden by the 3 km of fence there 
are 409.000 m2 of central green 
space that are staying quite and 
private, ignored and abandoned



www.totb.ro-bogdan iancu

In front of the wall 
most of the time ignored, 
protests are going on. 
Behind the wall is total 
silence.
The House of People 
became the Parliament 
Palace and the TABU 
stays as it was beforewww.activenews-mihai barbu

www.adevarul.rowww.totb.ro-Maria Adriana Popaepoch times romania

www.hotnews.rohttps://www.facebook.com/BucurestiOptimist/



Breaking the WALL - Gândul campaign – featuring Valeriu Zgonea and Roger Waters 



2013 - The contest



2015 – Deceneu și Dacii – or the nationalist delirium 



Meanwhile… last night in Bucharest… still waiting for our saviors

and thinking about great design and landscape 

Marius Weber –
facebook.com/lastnightinbucharest



Or maybe stick with our traditional solution… another fence!



The GREAT Wall of Romania

We have always lived in a world obsessed by walls, defense and frontiers. The Chinese people overtake everybody 
with their great wall. But we always kept up with the Joneses. We always struggled to possess or achieve the 
greatest something: from the largest sausage to the most massive administrative building in the world. And we 
succeeded. We’ve got a ridiculously huge house fenced by 3 kilometers of even more pointless wall, the GREAT 
WALL (obviously also huge). And all of this because, due to its utmost fragility, the House of People needs to be 
protected from the hugely violent population of uncivilized vandals. Everything is huge: the house, the wall, the 
social violence, Facebook.  

No attempt, not even Roger Waters or Superman, succeeded to convince the present users (the Romanian 
Parliament) to tear down the walled fence (Soros didn’t even try). Both urban planning and landscape architecture 
contests failed to reassure our representatives that their security will not suffer if there won’t be any fence to 
protect them. And the social reality proved them right! Attacked by shepherds and their sheep, by syndicates, by 
taxi drivers or Anonymous people who ask such weird things as justice, our supreme elected elite faces an equally 
huge dilemma. They somehow fancy the idea of a garden, especially if it has some nice nationalist discourse… But 
a FOREST!?! Better not! Rather some more parking places. Or a nice (huge) monument!
So, the 409.000 m2 of central green space stay private, well... maybe it will be shared with our beloved orthodox 
cathedral, as spirituality goes with some relaxing moments. They have their House (and the cathedral), we have 
our Wonderwall through which we, simple mundane people, can admire the transcendent reality of the Olympian 
political power. And we wonder! And we wander… along the great wall. Hoping for an unlimited landscape! 

What is important to underline is the continuity and discontinuity in the vernacular construction of the common
and public space, a process that involve the individual dwellers in very different manners. The punctual tiny
interventions need a new development in order to regain the coherence of the pre-1990 period. Such a proposal
was analysed during the LE:NOTRE workshop held in 2015 in Bucharest.


